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Errata sheet

In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, the terminology used is mostly the common “continental”
one but sometimes the common “Nordic” terms are used: Balancing services are
provided by different types of reserves. While automatically fast-responding pri-
mary reserves are contracted bilaterally by the Nordic TSOs, manually activated
reserves for up- and down-regulation are procured through one common Nordic bal-
ancing market. These reserves correspond to tertiary reserves and provide so-called
regulating power. In descriptions of the Nordic market, the balancing market is
generally called regulating or regulating power market. Balancing is referred to as
regulating in the Nordic countries. This also affects Figures 2.2 and 2.3:

Figure 2.2: Actors on an electricity market.

Figure 2.3: Different sub-markets.

The references for Table 2.1 should be [1–10].

In Table 3.1, the units are missing. The installed capacities are listed in MW.

Figure 3.5 is wrong due to a simple calculation error. The same mistake was done
in Figures 6.1 to 6.4. Figure 3.5 should be:
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Figure 3.5: Monthly averages of wind generation levels per hour for area SE.

In the caption of Figure 5.6, some words are missing at the end. It should read
”...and for real-time balancing in Strategy 2 (Curve up/down).”
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